Dr Bohm From Mars - About


Overview

For Dr Bohm From Mars we sampled two different Bohm drum machines.  All of the Patterns and Fills come from the Hohner Drum Performer (called Dr Bohm for this product), which is a rebadged market release of the German made Bohm Digital Drums. 
The Bohm Digital Drums has 180 preset patterns, and a sequencer that allows you to program custom patterns using the buttons to trigger the available drum samples.

Factory Patterns represents the on board presets we chose to sample (we picked 40 of the 180 available variations).  Fills contains 40 of our favorite factory preset drum fills , solos and breaks.  

We then Programmed and sampled 40 Custom Patterns and 40 Stripped Patterns, which are simple drum loops, often made with only one or two drum sounds - great for blending into existing tracks!

The Mini Bohm Individual Hits come from the Bohm Digital Drums Music (called Mini Bohm in this product for clarity) which is an “accompaniment” version of the Bohm DD.  
The drum sounds on the “Mini Bohm” are slightly different - a little bit grittier and lo fi - so we added them as an alternate set of single drum samples.

This collection of loops, fills and one-shots has been formatted in many different ways, to provide you with various methods to manipulate, mangle, chop, and reimagine a unique and rare “rhythm box” style drum machine.  



WAV

Naming Conventions:

HH Closed A Mini Bohm.wav

Pop V3 Dr Bohm 98bpm.wav


________________________________________________________


HH = Drum Voice Name

A = The version of a drum voice, if we sampled more than one.  The “Mini Bohm” in particular can send the same sound through a different filter, so we have two versions of a some of these samples.

Mini Bohm = The Bohm drum machine we sampled - either the Dr Bohm Digital Drums or the Mini Bohm accompaniment drum machine.

Pop V3 = Variation of an on board drum pattern.

98bpm = The tempo at which we sampled the loop.  The tempos vary based on the style of pattern, the factory default tempo for that pattern, and the time signature.



Additional Info:

The Dr. Bohm can trigger each drum voice separately, so we sampled them all one by one.  The Mini Bohm, however, only plays patterns - so we played the patterns at a slow tempo and sampled the Individual Hits (and sometimes two-hits) from the patterns.

The Dr. Bohm allows you to record your own drum patterns - which is what we did for the Custom Patterns and Stripped Patterns loops. 

	•	The names we used for the samples ie “Clap Hands” and “Roll” are exactly what is printed on the Dr. Bohm itself.


Individual Hits:

Contains all 25 drum sounds from the Dr Bohm, and 30 sounds we were able to isolate from the Mini Bohm

Normalization and gain changes have been been applied to balance the volumes between drum hits - to balance the Hi Hats to the Bass Drum, for instance. 


Kits:

These are 16 hit kits, created from the Individual Hits samples
These samples also exist in the Individual Hits folder, but the volume has been fine tuned here so they play well together. 


Ableton:

This session was built with Ableton 9, so that it works for Ableton 9 and Ableton 10 users. If you are an Ableton 10 user, you may need to click the small “upgrade” for certain devices if you wish to edit them further. 

Individual Hits Racks:
These two drum racks contain the one-hit samples for both the Dr Bohm and the Mini Bohm

The Macros are as follows:
Cutoff: Ableton’s filter - set to Low Pass for all hits except Hi Hats, which have a High Pass filter.
Filter Env: Ableton’s filter Envelope Amount.
Filter Decay: Ableton’s Filter Envelope decay time.
Saturate: A combination of Ableton’s saturation drive and output amount.
Comp: Ableton’s compressor, set to a high ratio and mixed in parallel.
Reverb & Delay: Various Ableton FX, altered for each drum voice and mapped for immediate impact.
Volume: Ableton Simpler’s volume for each drum rack pad.

Loops - Audio Clips 

These are WAV loops from the Dr Bohm - including factory patterns, custom patterns, stripped patterns and fills.
They have been recorded at various tempos, suitable for each pattern.
Transient warping is set to —>| on all clips as a default - this preserves each transient as the tempo is adjusted instead of attempting to fill the space between transients, feel free to change amounts and modes!
An included audio rack allows you to further shape your loops:

The Macros are as follows:
Stereo / Mono: Many of the Loops were recorded in stereo, preserving the panning of the drum machines. This macro selects between stereo, mono sum L+R, mono Left, and mono Right. Depending on the pattern, this allows you to isolate parts of the sample, for example a cymbal that is hard panned to the right channel.
Saturate: A combination of Ableton’s saturation and utility gain reduction.
Comp: Ableton’s compressor, set to a high ratio and mixed in parallel.
HP Filter: Ableton’s Audio Filter plugin, set to High Pass with a bit of resonance. Great for thinning out a loop if you only want the highs.
Reverb & Delay: Ableton’s Reverb and Ping Pong Delay, with time / decay macros.

Loops - Simpler Presets
	- 	These are the same WAV loops, but placed onto simpler devices. This offers another way of working (midi sequencing loops), 
⁃	An included audio effects rack allows you to further shape your loops:

                         -      The Macros are as follows:
Stereo / Mono: Many of the Loops were recorded in stereo, preserving the panning of the drum machines. This macro selects between stereo, mono sum L+R, mono Left, and mono Right. Depending on the pattern, this allows you to isolate parts of the sample, for example a cymbal that is hard panned to the right channel.
Saturate: A combination of Ableton’s saturation and utility gain reduction.
Comp: Ableton’s compressor, set to a high ratio and mixed in parallel.
HP Filter: Ableton’s filter, set to High Pass with a bit of resonance. Great for thinning out a loop if you only want the highs.
Reverb & Delay: Ableton’s Reverb and Ping Pong Delay, with a decay time macro for the Reverb.
Volume: Ableton Simpler’s volume for each drum rack pad.


Grooves & Midi:

40 Ableton groove templates, created from the Dr Bohm Factory Patterns .AGR can be used in Ableton and Midi can be used in many DAWs. See “Installation Docs” for more info. 

40 Midi loops, created from the Dr Bohm Factory Patterns. These can be dropped into and midi track to capture the feel and timing of the Dr Bohm.

REX2:

	•	All 160 Patterns and Fills, processed through Recycle and ready to use in any format that supports Rex files.


Logic, Reason, SFZ, FL Studio:

Contains Individual Hit Instruments for both the Dr. Bohm (25 hits) and the Mini Bohm (30 hits)

Kontakt:

   •	Contains Individual Hit Instruments for both the Dr. Bohm and the Mini Bohm, plus 4 instruments containing all 160 patterns and fills.


Battery & Maschine:

Contains Individual Hit Instruments for both the Dr. Bohm (25 hits) and the Mini Bohm (30 hits)


MPC 1000 & 2500:

	•	Contains 16 bit versions of Individual Hit Instruments for both the Dr. Bohm (25 hits) and the Mini Bohm (30 hits) with renamed WAV files to accommodate the 16 character limit. Separated into 2 .PGM drum programs.


MPC Live & MPC X:

   •	Contains 24 bit versions of Individual Hit Instruments for both the Dr. Bohm (25 hits) and the Mini Bohm (30 hits) separated into 2 .XPM drum programs.  See “Installation Docs” for more info. 



Support
Contact info@samplesfrommars.com for support


